A swab sample was taken from the winner DAZZLING DAISHA.
- On the first turn DAZZLING DAISHA moved down checking TRICKY TRIXIE and HAYRIDE SMITH causing HAYRIDE SMITH to make contact with the running rail then HAYRIDE SMITH moved out causing HE’S TOPSY TURVY to run onto the heels of and drag down HAYRIDE SMITH checking GENTLE BURNER. Along the back straight TRICKY TRIXIE eased appearing injured.
- TRICKY TRIXIE was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 14 DAYS.
- HAYRIDE SMITH was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

A swab sample was taken from the winner MOMBASA MAINE.
- BURNING VIXEN was slow to begin. On the first turn HE’S A BURNER moved down checking RUN LIKE CRAZY causing RUN LIKE CRAZY to make contact with the running rail.
- RUN LIKE CRAZY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

On the first turn PLUNDER HAWKE moved out checking HAYRIDE DAWSON and SINGIN’ HAWKE.

Turning off the back straight GLORES FURY and VICTA CHARLIE bumped on several occasions. Turning into the home straight GLORES FURY checked around the heels of VICTA CHARLIE. Along the home straight MR. WALLY moved out and bumped MR. MOUCHOS.
- GLORES FURY was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 14 DAYS.

BLACKPOOL IVY was slow to begin. On the first turn SPRING LEESA moved down checking TROUBLE WATERS then VICTA POLLY moved down checking SPRING LEESA and MENINDEE. Along the back straight TROUBLE WATERS moved out checking BLACKPOOL IVY. Along the home straight TROUBLE WATERS raced wide.
- BLACKPOOL IVY was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 10 DAYS.

A swab sample was taken from the winner IVY MURIAL.
- Shortly after the start MERSEY FERRY checked around the heels of IVY MURIAL. Entering the back straight MERSEY FERRY moved out checking ASTON MARSHALL and ASTON BARDOT causing MERSEY FERRY to be turned sideways and then stumble. Along the home straight TAYLOR JAYDE and END OF INNOCENCE both raced wide.
- MERSEY FERRY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.
- ASTON MARSHALL was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

- On the first turn BELL OF EDEN moved out and bumped HOLD DA DOOR causing HOLD DA DOOR to race wide.

- A swab sample was taken from the winner EMERLEY NOLAN.
- Approaching the first turn DOUBLE EXPLOSION bumped VICTA MAX causing VICTA MAX to fall checking MORE RUM BATEMAN. On the first turn DOUBLE EXPLOSION checked around the heels of JUSTICE ELITE then moved out checking SURVEYOR, LENNY THE JET and THERMAL STRIKE.
- VICTA MAX was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.
Race 9  G-SIX GRSA.COM.AU (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE

-SHE’S DONE IT was slow to begin. Along the back straight DESTINI CHEROKEE raced wide.

Race 10  G-SIX BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HOTSPUR JOEY.
-MAGIC HAT was slow to begin. On the first turn CLARETOWN LILLY moved down checking SASSY SELENA and RANDO ALLEN causing RANDO ALLEN to drop back checking MAGIC HAT. Turning off the back straight CLARETOWN LILLY moved down checking ASTON XANADU.

Race 11  G-SIX 100 BURGERS @ MCQUEENS (1-4 WINS N/P) STAKE 388m TGSE

-A swab sample was taken from the winner JUST BAZ.
-Shortly after the start JUST BAZ checked around the heels of MAYHEM DREAM. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 12  G-SIX ONLY AT THE DOGS (5+ WINS N/P) STAKE 388m SE

-There were no racing incidents to report.

SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATE SCRATCHINGS</th>
<th>NIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| MAIDEN WINNERS   | DAZZLING DAISHA (R1)  
|                  | MOMBASA MAINE (R2)   |
| SWAB SAMPLES     | DAZZLING DAISHA (R1)  
|                  | MOMBASA MAINE (R2)   
|                  | IVY MURIAL (R6)      
|                  | EMERLEY NOLAN (R8)   
|                  | HOTSPUR JOEY (R10)   
|                  | JUST BAZ (R11)       |
| INJURIES         | TRICKY TRIXIE (R1)    
|                  | LEFT PECTORAL MUSCLE INJURY  14 DAYS  
|                  | GLORES FURY (R4)      
|                  | RIGHT PECTORAL MUSCLE INJURY  14 DAYS  
|                  | BLACKPOOL IVY (R5)    
|                  | LEFT PECTORAL/PENCIL MUSCLE INJURY  10 DAYS  |